
Crown Valance Ordering Information

TCC-213 Extra Large, TCC-212 Large, or TCC-211 Medium.

Provide the depth distance required from the wall to the inside face of the crown and wood support. (i.e. 4",
6", 10", etc.)
For valances that are finished on both ends, provide the clear width required between the finished end
returns (i.e. 48", 51", 74", etc.).
For Valances that are finished on one end only (this occurs when a valance ends against an adjacent wall
and at windows that end close to a corner of a room) the dimension width will be between the back of one
end return and the face of the adjacent wall.

Finished Both Ends
Finished Right End
Finished Left End

Select from the standard 15 PVC finishes that are shown on the SpecTrim Standard Finish Card

All prices shown on our price list are net, F.O.B. Bensalem, PA. We use a class 70 to get freight pricing.
Freight should be quoted on a per project basis.
The Price List shows the valances by nominal size increments. Find the closest size to the i.d. (Interior
Dimension) to use the price listed. The price for sizes other than those listed can be 2" larger in width
before you will need to price the next size increment. (Example: A 74" inside width is priced as a 72". A
76" inside width is priced in the 84" width category.) If the depth increases beyond the size listed you must
go to the next size depth to find the price. (Example: A 4 3/4" inside depth must be priced as a 6" depth
category.)
Finishing one end or both ends does not effect the price.
Mounting hardware is not included.
Pricing is either “white” finishes or “woodgrain” finishes listed in separate columns.

Select the Crown Style

Production Lead Times and Shipping

Finished Overall Sizes

Provide the Interior dimension: Length x Width (Required) (Size of the interior pocket to clear drapery
hardware.)

Specify the valance finished ends and the quantity of each type as one of the following (Required):

Specify the Finish Number and Name (Required)

Pricing

Allow 6 weeks for production after purchase order and deposit are received.
All orders are banded on long skids and adequately protected with corner guards and shrink wrap.
(Shipping averages 20 valances on each skid)
Each shipment will include a few matching wax putty fill sticks used for touch-up. Excess wax is
wiped off using de-natured alcohol.

Valances are finish at an overall height of 6 13/16" Extra Large, 5 5/8” Large, or 3 5/8” Medium
To calculate the finished overall depth and width use the following formulas:

Total Depth = (Inside Depth") + (5 7/16" Extra Large, or +4 1/2” Large, or +2 7/8” Medium)
Total Width for Both Ends Finished = (Inside Width") + (10 7/8”XL or 9”L or 4 3/4”M)
Total Width when One End Is Finished = (Inside Width") + (5 7/16" XL, or +4 1/2” L,

or +2 7/8” M)


